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* new tool for automatic insertion of graphical user interface (gui) elements. * added a new
sub-d command to change the width, height and depth of any 3d object. * added the ability
to define a set of parameters to be used when opening a sub-d object. * added the ability to
import standard solidworks objects. power surfacing re allows users to instantly create mesh
shapes and evolve. it can also provide you with a fast performance and precision form that

converts any sub-d model to nurbs (heterogeneous logical baseline) used for concrete
constructions. it provides you with an easy and intuitive graphical environment. it also

supports solidworks file formats and organize workflow. it allows you to import and display
the grid as a reference grid. it can import existing grids from your computer. it can also

display the mesh as a reference mesh. trying. it shows the length for measuring the
reference grid. it reduces design time for a complex surface of a project. on the other hand,
it has a design tool with the face that works automatically. it can import and display the grid

as a reference grid. it can import existing grids from your computer. it also supports
solidworks file formats to organize workflow. it provides a well-developed graphical

environment for users. description: npower power surfacing re is an industrial design plugin
for solidworks 3d design software that has significantly improved the design process for

organic, surface modeling in solidworks. power surfacing has a unique set of tools that allow
you to reconstruct shapes in solidworks software from a variety of polygon meshes, as well
as meshes from 3d scanner, finite element modeling, 3d sculpting program, printer files.

enter 3d, other polygon modeling tools and online polygon model database. powersurfacing
tool enables you to quickly define the shape on top of the mesh and change and evolve.
power surfacing can quickly and accurately convert any sub-d model (even sub-d models

with triangles) to nurbs, which is the standard for solidworks components.
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ive used both solidworks and inventor. i saw the new technologies in inventor are better and
more innovative. anyone can say one is better than the other it is another thing to show it
side by side. if the tools in solidworks were far superior then no bias or fan boy mentality in

the world could disprove that. as they say, you cant polish a turd. if yuo can show me
otherwise, im more than happy to post it and edit the article. power surfacing tools have the

ability to export a powersurfacing part or mesh to any of the following file
formats:stereolithography (stl), dxf, alpha, inventor, i-g-p file, and self organizing data base
(sodb). it also allows you to export to the following file formats: 3dpart (.stp), inventor (.inp),

alias (.3dm),.3dm (.stl),.dwg),.stl (.blend),.dwg (.stp),.gcode), inventor (.ipx),.inp (.ipx
(.blend), self organizing data base (.inp), 3d part (.stp (.gcode),.gcode (.blend (.dwg). with
power surfacing, you can easily add and modify your parts, redesigning them from start to
finish. you can define a shape by moving, rotating, scaling, and extruding edges or faces.
you can also create surfaces by using one of the pre-defined surfaces, or you can create

your own surfaces in any direction. you can constrain to and reference underlying meshes or
surfaces so the design will be constrained to the mesh or surface you reference. for

example, you can define the top of a part as a flat surface, but then constrain it to an
existing flat surface. the resulting design will be conformed to that existing flat surface. with

power surfacing you will be able to quickly add or remove edges, faces, and surfaces to
create your own custom surfaces. because the underlying mesh is referenced, you can

modify and evolve the design. power surfacing also has the ability to create 2d sketches
using its surface modeler. you can even merge multiple 2d sketches together to create a

large surface. 5ec8ef588b
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